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The Future

Will Adolescence 
Become Interminable?
B y JA N N A  M A L A M U D  S M I T H

i decided years ago that adolescence in the

United States ends at 32. Maybe 33. Thirty years from
now, will the tipping point have ratcheted up to 50? It
could happen. 

For starters, parents’ increasing longevity may take
a further toll on children’s maturation, as with those
male apes that don’t develop fully masculine features as
long as more senior males dominate the pack. Keep the
elderly fit, and the edgy but dependent 18-year-old may
become the edgy but dependent 48-year-old still waxing
his mohawk. It’s already happening in Italy with le mam-
mone, the grown sons who never, EVER leave home
(though they sometimes rent studio apartments for
entertaining girlfriends). Either the parents’ hyperac-
tivity keeps the figli from growing up, or the sons sacri-
fice their chance at self-sufficiency to keep mama or
papa happy. Or, in light of the plunging birthrate, maybe
long-suffering single children have to absorb parenting
meant for six. 

But the future length of adolescence also depends on
what happens to childhood. Contemporary childhood
pressures children intensely but seems to do little to
make them feel ready for adulthood. No wonder ado-
lescence protracts. Jerome Kagan, the Harvard Univer-
sity childhood researcher, has brilliantly suggested that
the reason we must continually reassure our kids with
love is that they’re so useless for so long. For comparison,
think about the indigenous four- or five-year-olds on a
South Seas island capable of harvesting more protein for
the family diet—by diving for crustaceans—than their
parents can. These kids know their worth because they
are contributing in a substantial way. They know how to
become adults because they have spent childhood
observing and excelling at the relevant skills. Dive into
water. Retrieve clam. Repeat. 

In the United States, the industrial revolution grad-
ually split labor from home life. With more adult work
in the office (and in the mind) and less in the home, kids
stopped being able to closely observe their parents in

order to learn about their own route. The 20th century
invented unending school as an alternative way to pre-
pare them for their increasingly complex and abstract
future labor. As one of our sons put it, “Remind me how
calculus will help me cope later.”

Meanwhile, psychologists defined childhood in the
family as an idealized time of love and “development.”
But what constitutes the right love? Or the best devel-
opment? Perplexed parents have responded to these
nebulous questions by providing ever more tutors, soc-
cer skills camps, and ballet lessons. They exhaust them-
selves carpooling kids ad nauseam and then try to con-
vey love by cheering from the sidelines. Meanwhile,
overpacked schedules and the focus on academic
achievement guarantee that children have no opportu-
nity to make real contributions to family survival or
well-being. Most do no productive work. Instead, they
endure a parasitism that is at once too driven, too
deprived, and too indulged. No wonder they spend every
free second in some virtual world—computer or televi-
sion screens before them, iPods in their ears. If this
trend continues, in 30 years adolescence may become an
endpoint life goal for the lucky centenarian. 
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What’s Next on the Menu?
B y JA M E S  M O R R I S

the temptation four or five decades ago was to

read the future of food in the powdery crystals of Tang.
Launched in 1957, the same year as Sputnik, the orange drink
later accompanied pioneering astronauts into space. It
needed no refrigerator’s chill. It could be stored in a cupboard
or a pocket. It had more vitamin C than orange juice (and
today has vitamin A and iron too). It was ready when you and
a glass of water were. Tang was the fuss-free harbinger of
what food might be in the future, a necessity still but not a
distraction. Progress would bring steak lozenges, flounder
pills, and broccoli gum. In the meantime, there was Metre-
cal in 1960, a diet drink that gave you, in a can, the nour-


